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PREFACE 

This ~epo~t is the seoond in a se~ies dealing with the gated oontrol 
struotures to be plaoed in the Foothill Feeder of the Metropolitan Water Dis~ 
t~iot of Southern California. The report desoribes the model experiments 
pertaining to the operation of the Big Tujunga Gate and Spillw~ Struoture. 
The Big Tujunga Gate and Spillw~ Struoture is designed to provide both flow 
oontrol in the tunnel and spillway facilities for emergenoy flow rejeotion. 
The tests show that in general, the structure operated as designed with smooth, 
quiet flow for normal operating conditions~ Information is also provided re
ga.rding the head differentials for various disoha~ges. Pressures were measured 
in the struoture and on the piers and floor downstream of the gates to deline
ate the oavitation potential. Observations were also made to determine the 
minimum head neoessary to prevent sweepout from the gates. In these respeots, 
the design was quite suitable. 

Measurement of vibratory pressures on the gates in the model,t oombined 
with oomputations of the natural frequency of the prototype gates, indioated 
that speoial studies of gate vibrations should not be neoessary because the 
natural frequency of the gates was appreoiably higher than any of the frequen~ 
oies measured in the model. 

The studies also suggested some changes in the geometr,y upstream of the 
, , 

center gate, sinoe an appreoiable surface boil was generated when the center 
gate was closed. 

The Big Tujunga Gate and Spillway- Structure was similar in some respects 
to the Regular Gate Structure(l), previously tested, and many of the results 
obtained therein are applicable to this structure. This is particularly true 
for the air vent and air collector used in conjunction With the emergency 
Wail'S. 

The model tasts desoribed in this report were sponsored by the Ha~~a 
Engineering Company of Chicago, Illinois; which was represented by Dr. David 
Louie, Head of the Hydraulic S$otion of the Harza Engineering Company. The 

~··---------·---·--expel·i1tlentt!-were-performed-at-tna-st.~nls-1f.v'dntrl~o-Laboratory und~--------
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r the innnediate direction of Alvin G_ AndersonJl The models were fabricated in 

.!' the Laboratory shops with much 0;(' the experimentation oarried on by David J. 

" 

, .. 

Anderson .. 

(l)Model Studies - Foothill Feeder Pro,1ect. Metropolitan Water Distriot of 

Southern California ... :Part I. Regular Gate Structure" Project. Report No. 

91, St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory, February 1967. 
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MODEL STUDIES - FOOTHILL FEEDER PROJECT 
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PART II ~ BIG TUJUNGA GATE AND SPILLWAY STRUCTURE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Foothill Feeder Project of the Metropolitan Water District of 

Southern California incorporates a long tunnel that will be part of the sys

tem which will supply water to a large area in Southern California·.. In this 

system head control devices are needed to regulate the disoharge through the 

tunnels and the appurtenant structures, and for this purpose gated structures 

open to the atmosphere were chosen. The gate structures, circular in plan 

with the necessary emergency overflow weirs, were made large enough so that 

machinery access into the tunnel for maintenance could be incorporated in the 

structure. The circular plan also provided certain structural advantages. 

The research described in this report was carried out to study in detail the 

hydraulic char.acteristics for a wide variety of flow conditions for one of 

these structures, the Big Tujunga Gate and Spillway Structure. More specific. 

ally, the items of special interest were: 

1. The head differential through the structure for. 

various discharges and gate openings. 

2. The possibility of air entrainment at the structure 

for normal operation and the effect of air entrain

ment on the flow condition when the emergency weirs 

are operating. 

3. Fluctuating pressures or water hammer that might 

result from the air entrainment process. 

4. Pressure measurements downstream of the gates along 

the piers and adjacent floor to establish cavitation 

potential for extreme flow conditions. 

The basic features of the Big TUjunga Gate a:nd Spillway Structure are 

shown in Chart 1. They consist essentially of a vertical, circular shaft 56 
---------ITlnti1ameter-fi t ted-with· gates and-emergency weirs-in--a--c~ntra i-ciiV,id.illf£w~i 

and a spillway on the downstream side connected with a spillw~ tunnel. The 
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three gates in the dividing wall oonsist of two outside gates~ 6 ft 3 in", wide, 

and a central gate which is 2 ft wide., each having a maximum gate opening of 

18.5 ft. The crest of the emergency spillway is 58 ft above the invert of the 

main tunnel. The upstream and downstream segments of the tunnel leading to the 

gate structure are 18 ft 3 in. in diameter. On the downstream side, a segment 

of the tunnel is vertically enlarged in order to provide for the collection 

and release of any air entrained in the flow. 

A. Description of Model and Appurtenances 

The model was fabricated of a clear plastic (plexiglass) at a scale of 

1:38.3. This scale ratio was chosen so that standard tubes could be used for 

the main tunnel and at the same time provide a model of reasonable size. Photo 

1 is a general view of the model set up in the neighborhood of the gate struc

ture. In addition to the structure itself~ it shows the manometer boards 

attached by tubing to the piezometric pressure taps_. Pressure transducers were 

also provided at various points to measure pressure fluctuations which were 

then recorded on charts of the recorder. Photo 2 was taken at the time of in

stallation of the control structure and shows the gate openings for the two 

outside 6 ft 3 in. gates and the center 2 ft gate. Above the gate section the 

structure widens out to provide space for the spillway weir and tunnel and the 

emergency weirs over the gates. Photo 3, taken from overhead, clearly shows 

the arrangement of the gates, piers, and'dividing walls, as well as the spill

way weir and tunnel. The plastic construction of the model permits observation 

and photographs of the flow pattern developed by various types of operation. 

The water supply was pumped from the Mississippi River through the 

Laboratory supply system. It was controlled by valves in the lines and mea

sured by means of calibrated orifices for both large and small discharges. Be

fore entering the tunnel sections, the flow was passed through wire meshes and 

a honeycomb section in order to remove large fluctuations and provide a reason

ably uniform flow in a tunnel system. The model discharged into a tailwater 

reservoir, the level of which could be controlled to maintain the downstream 

tunnel pressure at prescribed values.. From the tailwater resel'voir the dis-

.-------------------- -------Char.ge-was--retlWned--;;e-the----ri-ver-4;hrough-the--L-aboratury-nrain1a--ge--'Bystem-;--------



B. Scale Relationships for ~dtad1ic Similarity 

Ii The gate structure) . in whi(jh exists a. free surface exposed to atmospheri' 
pressure, represents a htdradiio system operatihg under the force of gravity 
and the velocities~ pr~ss~~e$. aAd watet surfaoe elevations represent gravita-

, : I. . . 
t;ional phenomena. ItoX' this kind of system; dynamic. similarity is obtained when 
the model"prototype relat$ohships ~re determined by the Froude law of similaX'~ 
ity. The following relationships for velocity, discharge, pressure, etc., in 
tel'll1s of the length scale ratio (Lr ::: 38.3) are then obtained. 

v = L 1/2 
l' l' 

P = L 
l' r 

T ::: L 1/2 
l' l' 

By utilizing the above equations t the model discharge can be determined and 
pressures and velocities, as measured in the model, can be readily translated 

to the prototype values. 

Complete similarity for the air entrainment and air removal process 
cannot in general be obtained because of the diffic'ulty in controlling the 
size of air bubbles in the model. However, the processes involved are quali
tatively similar and it is believed that the observations made in the model 
regarding the air removal pattern are qualitatively correct. 

II. EXPERU1ENTAL RESULTS 

The results of the studies of the gate structure are described below 

under several headings describing the particular type of experiment. Those 
experiments dealing with the operation of the Big 'I'u:junga structure at or near 
normal operating conditions will be described first. The tests for emergency 
conditions and non-normal operating patterns, which should be made in order to 

~-----------aet;erm:i,ne tne range of operating characteristics or the safety of the structure 

;, 
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in the event that such flow patterns occur, are described in the later por~ 

tions of this report. 

A. Head Differential Through the Structure 

For normal operating conditions, the gate position and the headwater 

and tailwater el.evation are predetermined for given discharges~ These head 

differentials have been measured in the model and are shown in Chart 2, where 
the head differential, A'~ has been plotted in terms of the discharge for 

fixed gate openings ranging from 5.5 per cent to 100 per cent. It is apparent 

from the chart that for small gate openings and discharges the head differen

tial becomes very large, and when the gate opening is increased to full open, 

the maximum discharge can be obtained for very· low head differentials. Based 

on the prescribed operating conditions, a normal operating curve (Big Tujunga 

Gate Tower He~.d Loss Curves ... Heco Drawing No. ,380SKC176) had been establishQd. 

and is superimpesed on the experimentally determined head differential curves 

in the charto This curve combined with the head differential curves then. pro ... 

vides information as to the proper gate openings for particular cli~Qha.r~~$,,,,, 
It will be noted that as the discha'rge is increased, the pres~t!~l;>~d, gate' open,;, 

ing is such that the head differential, o'r the head loss thl'Q~p: ttle sys~em~" 
becomes less, so. that fo'r a discharge of 2250 cfs tQe.l1~~C\ lo~,~ "i(h~ugh the 

structure 1.s of the order of 0.5 ft. In order to. 1l'),ea~Q.ll.'e tills small difference 
\.. '.'. ...., ", 

il!- the model, special precautions had to b$o 1(al\~n ip tl,li;t- establishment of the 

discharge and in the measurement of tM·b,elld~:t£ferential. A micromanometer 
"- '. ',' ',,-. : .. 

'VH:l.S Used. Photo·4dJhows~· 'dlsQharge or 2250 cfs flowing through the structure 

'Wd.t,h very litt'].ei'turbul,~nce and small head differential. The sign showing the 

hel1dwatl:)r·a~ci ta:il.'Water elevations only provides the order of magnitude of 
thes9;levels. In this instance, the actual head difference as given in Chart 

2 is only 0 ... 5 !t_ 

In addition to Photo 4, Photos 5 and 6 illustrate normal operation for 

several discharges and gate epellings... Photo 5 is a smaller discharge with the 

gate partially closed in order to reach the required head differential. Here 

the discharge is 1575 cfs with a gate opelling of 4.1 ft. The head differential 
_~ ____ ~____ ____ iELa.pp'rmdma.tely~-16--.f-t;-the----.f-low-pa.ttern-in--t,he-structure~i-s--smoQth-and~water---~--

surfaces are without apparent disturbance. In Photo 6, for a discharge of 900 
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cta, the tailwater is ,30 ft above the invert and the gate opening is 1.9 ft. 

An air cavity is noticeable at the crown near the 'upstream end of the air col

lector. The effeot of this air cavity on the flow and pressure is described 

below. Further closure of the gates for any of the discharges pictured will, 

of course, inorease the head differenoe so that when the gates are closed suf

ficiently some of the flow will be forced over the emergency weirs. Such flow 

patterns will be described in later sections. The photographs show that there 

is relatively smooth operation of the structure for normal operating conditions. 

For very small discharges, the 2 ft center gate only will be operated 

w1.th the two outside gates closed. For this flow, the velocity in the tunnel 

is very small (for a discharge of 50 cts, the tunnel velocity is less than 0.2 

fps). The water surface is quite undisturbed. Special effort was made to 

photograph this condition and to delineate the flow pattern. Photo 7 shows a 

general view of the structure when passing 50 cfs with a normal tailwater 91e" 

vation. Photo 8 is an attempt to show the flow pattern b.1 the injection of a 

small quantity of dye. Dye streaks against the white background show the stream 

lines approaching the 0.75 ft gate opening. The velocity under the gate is 
greatly increased so that the dye streaks loee their identity. The largest 

discharge for which only the center gate wiJ~ be in operation is 225 cfs. Photo 

9 is a view of the structure which is taken from a relative~ high position 

and shows the smooth water surfaces both upstream and downstream of the gates. 

Photo 10 shows dye being injected upstream from the center gate and indicates 

the flow patterns as the flow approaches and then passes under the gate. As 

is indicated by the photos, operation with the center gate only with normal 

tailwater elevations is quite smooth and satisfactory ... 

B. Calibration of Individual Gates 

For the calibration of the individual gates, the discharge was measured 

by means of the previously calibrated orifice.. The water surface elevations 

upstream and downstream of the gate section were measured by two methods. In 

the first, a point gage was mounted over the structure and the water surface 

was measured directly. In the second, piezometric pressure measurements were 
--------- ... ----rnade-i-n-t-he-tunnei--and-the-hydrIDIlin--gradErltne---wasprojectecr upstream and down

stream along the tunnel to the gate section. The difference in hydt'aulic 
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gradeline at the gate structure then represented the head differential. Be~ 

oause of the disturbanoes generated 'by the flow throUgh small gate openings~ 
it was sometimes diffioult to determine the downstream water surface elevation 
by a point gage. In addition, the water surfaoe immediately downstream of the 
gate was lowered somewhat because of the momentum of the high velocity jet 

under the gate. Thus. the head differential measured by the point gage was 
larger than that determined from the hydraulic gradeline. 

The results of the measurements for the 2 it center gate and the 6 ft 

3 in. side gate are shown individually in Chart 3~ where the measured head 
differential, as determined from the hydraulic gradeline, has been plotted 
against discharge for various gate openings. Straight lines are drawn through 
the log-log plot of the experimental points and represent the calibration 
ourves for these gates. The disoharge coefficients for the 6 ft 3 in. outside 
gate for various gate openings have been plotted in Chart 4 and those for the 
2 it center gate in Chart 5. The discharge coefficient is defined qy; 

c - Q 
d - bd (2 AH + V 2)1/2 

o g 1 

where Q is the measured discharge, b is the gate width, do is the gate 
opening, g is the aooeleration due to gravity, AH is the head differential, 
and VI is the approach velooity in the upstream channel. The approach vel
ocity was included, since although the upstream head was rather large~ the 
velocity approaching the gate was that of the water in the tunnel. In this 
case, the water in the gate tower above the tunnel orown eleva.ti<m served only 

to increase the ambient pressure and did not affect the velooity.. The discharg~ 
coefficient was a constant for each gate opening within the accuracy of the 
measurement but a systematic variation appeared with respect to the degree of 

gate opening. This variation occurred for both the oenter and the side gate. 
The coeffioient tended to decrease slightly with increasing gate openings from 

a maximum at the small gate openings and then increased to a second peak at -

about 80 per cent gate opening~ The range, howeve~, was small and no attempt 
was made to determine the caUse of this variation in the coefficient. The 

-a.verage-v-a,l-ue-of-t-he----coei'i'i-ci.mt-forttu,Z--rt center gate was rouna.--to oe---------
0.790 and for the 6 ft 3 in. outside gate, 0.795. 
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At the same time that the calibration of the individual gates Was being 
made, the discharge coefficient was oomputed for the gate struoture when all 
th~ee gates were opened as for normal operating conditions (Chart 2). The 
discha~ge ooefficient was computed fo~ the same discharges, gate openings, and 
head differentials used to establish the ohart. The disoharge coefficients 
have been plotted for various gate openings in Chart 6. Th~ suggest the same 
trend as the ooeffioients for the individual gates, but the average coefficient 
was 0.830, whioh is somewhat higher than those obtained for the individual 
gates. This m~ be due to the difference in oontraotion at the entrance to 
the gates. For the 2 ft gate, the flow is highly contracted although the gate 
is symmetrically disposed. For the side gate, the contraction may be equally 

severe because of its position", When all three gates are in use the contrac
tion is minimized and the flow pattern is very ~etrical. 

C, Pressures on Piers and Floor Downstream of Gates 

This section of the report deals with the pressure on the piers and 
floor downstream of the gates where the cavitation potential would be the 
greatest and describes the results of tests in which these pressures were mea
sured. The results indio ate that for the entire range of design tailwater 
elevations, as prescribed for normal operation, the minimum pressure measured 
anywhere on the floor and on the pi~rs was of the same order as the tailwater 
pressure and hence well above the minimum pressure that would be necessary to 
initiate cavitation. It may be oonoluded, then~ that cavitation will not be a 
problem and that although smoother flow between the piers would result, it is 
not necessar,y that the piers be further downstream. 

Piezometric pressures Were observed at various points along the floor 
near the piers and along the piers close to the floor in order to find the 

location of the minimum pressure for various gate openings. The: piezometer 
taps were connected b,y means of plastic tubing to a manometer board on whioh 
the pressures could be observed. Because of the restrioted area in whioh the 
pressures were taken, it was not possible to use a pressure transducer to mea~ 
sura fluctuating pressures.. The values recorded and plotted on the charts 

------{-C-harts-{'-through---r2-}-represent--them11UtnUM as observedOl'ltlle manometers. Tile· 

previous studies of the Regular Gate Struoture indicated that the range of 
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pre~sure fluctuations due to turbulence and inherent flow instabilities was 
less than *10 ft oX water from the mean. This would suggest that momentary 
pressures somewhat less than 10 ft below the plotted points may occUr trom time 
to time. 

Charts 7 and 8 show the pressures observed down~tream ot one of the ~ide 
gates on the £loor and along the piers tor the minimum design tail water eleva .. 
tion and for various gate openings. Charts 9 and 10 show similar results on 
the floor and pier wall to~ the side gate when the tailwatar elevation is main
tained at its maximum design value. Charts 11 and 12, on the other hand, show 
pre~sure measurements downstream of the center gate for the minimum design 
tailwater elevation. Superimposed on the i curves of minimum pressures is a 
dashed line designated as "normal operating line." This line shows the pres .. 
sures at the designated points tor gate opening oorresponding to the given 
discharge as prescribed Qy the normal operating line. In all cases the minimum 
pressure on both pier and floor was found just downstream of the break in the 
pier wall geometry. At this point, because oi" the sharp change in direction, 
the streamlines separate from the pier and oreate the resulting low pressure. 
Therefore, the points as plotted on the charts are in actuality the pressures 
as measured at this point. 

As might be expected, the minimum pressures oocurred when the tailwater 
was at its minimum value, as shown in Charts 7 and 8. In Chart 7, the minimum 
pressure was 15.8 tt above the invert when the gate opening was 5 ft and the 
tailwater elevation was 29.7 tt above the invert, while in Chart 8, the lIlini

mum pressure of 14.0 ft was observed on the pier wall at the oorresponding 
point. These pressures are OVer 45 ft above the vapor pressure of the water, 
whioh must be reached if cavitation is to occur, 

Charts 9 and 10, whioh give the results for the same point and dis
charges when the tailwater is raised to the maximum values, show that pressures 
are correspondingly increased and hence~ are even further above the vapor pres~ 
sure of water. 

Charts 11 and 12 show the results of pressure measurements downstream 
~----------of-the-cent~r-gate-wh1~h-woul~-be-operating<al~ng~o~-di~oharges-above-5e-of~:--------

but less than 225 cis. These results are ver,y similar in oharacter to those 



I' obtained at the side gates and show that the pressures are again well above 

that required for oavitation and are of the same order as the tailwater itself. 

The results of these measurements indioate the following pressure char
acter:l.stics when the structure is operating under normal flow conditions. 

1. As might have been expected from the results of 
previous studies_ the minimum pressure on both the 

floor and the pier walls occurred in the region 
just downstream of the break in the pier geometry 

where flow separation occurs. 

2. In all cases, for both the low and high tailwaters, 

the minimum pressure in this area was very appl'ec

:i. ably :above the vapor pressure at which cavitation 

oould occur. In fact, the pressures in all cases 

are positive, that is, considerably higher than 

the atmospheric pressure. 

3. Although the flow pattern downstream of the gates 
would be considerably improved by streamlining the 

downstream portion of the piers, such streamlining 
is not necessary for the prevention of cavitation_ 

D.. Pressure Fluctuations and Gate Vibrations 

The gates controlling the floW through the Big Tujunga Gate and Spill~ 

way Str\wture al'e suspended from the operating plat;form at the top of the gate 

shaft by means of semi-rigid gate stems. The gates themselves are fabricated 

of steel shapes and move up and down in vertioal gate slots.. The gate system 

is a relatively flexible system that could vibrate or undel'go an oscillating 

motion if acted upon by suffioiently large fluotuating forces.. These. fluctua .. 

ting forces are inherent in the flow in the tunnel or can be generated by 

periodic vortices shed from the gate lip or other irregularities in the geom
etry. 

The gate system itself has a certain natural frequency determined by 
- ----- ------ ~- - - -- - - --- -

-----------~~s mass and-l'lgidl.t;y .J:f---uie natural frequency approa.ches the forcing fre-

quency, resonance will exist and rather large vertical oscilla.tions ma.y occur, 
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The magnitude of the oscillation is governed to a large extent by any damping 

forces such as gate friction that are inherent in the system and which may be 

enhanced by the large lateral foroe due to the head differential aoross the 

gate system .. 

This section deals with the studies undertaken to estimate the natural 

and forcing frequencies and henCe, the liklihood that the vertical oscillations 
of the gate will be deleterious to the system. Since the model gates are not 

dynamically similar to the prototype gates, direct measurements of the oscilla

tions were not feasible with the present apparatus. The model gates would have 

to be precisely fabricated so as to be geometrically and dynamically similar, 

and adjusted so that the gate friction would approximate the expected proto

type f.riction l'educed to model scale. In order to circumvent this situation, 

the estimate was based upon a comparison of computed values of the natural 

frequency and the forcing frequencies measured in the model. 

To measure the fluctuating pressures on the gates in the model, a pres

sure transducer was flush mounted on the downstream side and the upstream side 

of opposite outside gates. In order to enclose the transducer and its elec

tronic leads, a housing was added to the gate on the side opposite the sensing 

element.. Thb limited the measurements to only one side of the particulal" 

gate. The gates Were wedged rigidly in a closed position so that the trans

ducer would meaSUl'e only the pl'essures genel"ated by the flow. Since the gates 

wel"e closed, the maximum discharge Was directed over the emergency weirs. It 

was felt that maximum pressure val'iation would occur fol" this flow condition .. 

The frequency spectl"a of the pressure fluctuations are given for the upstream 

and downstream sides, respectively, in Chart 13. The plots show the root mean. 
square (RMS) of the pressure fluctuation amplitudes in terms of the frequency 

with which they occur.. Of significance is the frequency with which the val"ious 

pressuN pulses occur in l'elation to the natul"al frequency of the gates. For 

both the upst~eam and downstream side of the gate, only a very small portion 

of the total power occurs at frequencies of 10 cycles per second (cps) or more. 

The natural frequencies of the gate system for both gates in various 

________________ p~_siti"_ns are also indicated in Chart 13. These al"e considerably 1at'g~r t_hao ______________ _ 
a-ny of the ireql1ellcies measl1red for the pressure fluctuations.. The measurements 
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show th~t the maximum pressure !luctuations ocour at ver,y low !requenoies and 
the amplitude more or less oontinually deoreases as the frequency inoreases. 
The secondar,y peak o! the speotrum tor the upstream side o! the gate is thought 
to be due to pressure pulses transmitted through the piping system by the pump 
which is used to supply· the model. These were greatly reduced b,y by-passing a 
large part a! the total p~p discharge and thus diverting a relatively small 
portion through the model structure. I! these pulses are neglected, the power 
inherent in !requencies greater than 1 cps ia very small. Becaul3e the'height 
a! the tower !Ol' the Big Tujunga Gate and Spillway Structure is considerably 

less than that of the Regular Gate Structure, the gate hoist stems are pro~ 
portionately I3horter. The shorter gate stems give rise to higher natural 
frequencies and so the natural frequency o! the Big Tujung~ gate systems has 
been reoomputed and the values are plotted in Chart 13. 

These pressure fluctuation measurements are qualitatively very simil~r 
to those obtained in the Regular Gate Struoture and the disoussion of those 
l'esults, as well as the comparison with equiv~lent prototype data given in 
Part I - Regulal' Gate Structure, also apply to these results. 

The experiments ~ndioate that in the model the pressul'e fluctuations 
generated by the water falling over the weir are relatively small and occur 
at a frequency which is considel'ably lower than the natural frequency of the 
gate sYl3tem. It is expected, therefore~ that gate Vibrations will not be a 
problem of aignifioant proportion in this structure even when operating at higp 
disoharges. 

E. Minimum Tailwater Elevation to Prevent Formation of a Free Surface Near 
the Crown of the Air Collector 

If the tailwater is lowered to the minimum normal value and the gate 
opening is small so that the he~d differential is large, the momentum of the 

high velooity jet under the gates tends to lower the tail water immediately 
downstre~ of the gates. The water surface is dr~wn below the crown of the 
air collector and permits a large a1rCavity to form.. This is shown in Photos 
6 and 11 for successively lower tailwaters. In Photo 6, for a discharge of 

-------- 900 cfs, the tai1water is 30 ft above the invert and the gate opening is only 
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1.9 ft. A slight air oavity is notioeable. When the tailwater is reduced 
further to 28.5 ft above the invert, the volume of air in the air oolleotor 
is oonsiderably greater, as shown in Photo 11. 

In order to determine what effeot free surface has on pressure fluctua
tions within the air oolleotor, a transduoer was mounted at the downstre~ end 
of the air oolleotor as shown in Chart 14." Pressure fluotuations transmitted 
to this point were then recorded on charts so that the nature of the fluctua
tion could be observed. The transduoer Was mounted at the downstream end of 
the air colleotor because the magnitude of the pressure impacts would be greater 
here, particularly for those cases where a free surface existed in the air 

collector. 

In Chart 14 ~re shown the pressure measurements for a discharge of 2250 

cfs with three gates open 18.5 ft. The tailwater was set successively at 21.4 
ft, 25.0 ft, 29.75 ft (the minimum design tai1water), and 44.2 it (the maximum 
design tailwater). The chart shows that for all tailwater elevations there 
were no pressure fluctuations transmitted to the transduoer at the downstream 
end of the air collector. For tbis discharge, the three gates were completely 
open so that the flow cross-section is not appreoiably reduced. The velocities 
through the gate section were not increased to the point where the added mo
mentum would oause significant changes in the flow pattern. Chart 15, which 
gives the results for a discharge of 1575 cfs, shows that if'the tailwater is 
reduced below a certain elevation, pressure fluctuations are transmitted in 
the air collecto'r, For this test with the gates opened to 4.1 ft, as for 
normal operating conditions, the chart shows that with the tai1water at 29.0 
ft, whioh represents the minimum deSign tailwa.ter, these pressure fluotuations 
will occur. However, when the tailwater is at 31.0 ft, the air pocket in the 
collector is eliminated and the pressure fluctuations ate reduoed to zero. At 
the maximum tai1wate'r elevation of 36.1 ft the air colleotor remains full and 
the pressure fluctuations are eliminated. Similar results, although consider~ 
ably less in magnitude, we're observed for a discharge of 900 ofs as shown in 
Chal't 16. When the tailwater elevation was lowered to the minimum design 
tailwater of 28.5 ft, the crown of the air collector was exposed slightly and 
occasionally a wave would be transmitted to the downstream end of the air col
lector. However, when the tailwater elevation was raised to 30.0 ft, any such 
fluctuations were effectively eliminated. 
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The photos and charts cited in this seotion ha~e indioated that the 
minimum design tailwater for some discharges is such that the crown of the air 
collector is exposed, permitting waves and surges to de~elop on the free sur~ 
face. This gives rise to pressUre fluctuations of considerable magnitude. The 
tests show that these pressure pulses can be eliminated OW increasing the mini~ 
mum design tailwater approximately 1.5 ft so that the air colleotor is sub
merged. At such tailwater elevations the increase in momentum under the gate 
is not great enough to lower the tailwater immediately downstream of the gate 
sufficiently to expose the crown of the air colleotor. If the tailwater in 
this intermediate discharge range is increased, the tests demonstrate that a 
good, relatively undisturbed flow pattern will be obtained through the gate 
structure for normal operating conditions. However, if it is impracticable 
to increase the minimum tailwater at this structure to keep the air collector 
full, similar reduction in pressure pulses can be obtained b,y lowering the 
crown of the air collector a corresponding amount. 

F. Minimum Tailwater Elevation to Prevent Formation of HYdraulic Jump 
in Tunnel 

When the tailwater is drawn down to a minimum elevation, the water sur~ 
face downstream of the gate m~ be below the crown of the air collector as was 
indicated in the previous section. If this condition is exaggerated OW lower. 
ing the tailwater still more, the flow m~ separate from the gates and permit 
the formation of a hydraulic jump in the air oollector or the tunnel. Along 
with the intense pressure fluctuations caused b,y the turbulence of the hydraul~ 
io j"ump, large amounts of a.ir are ent1:'ained by the jump and released at a point 
some distanoe downstream. This air may enter the tunnel with consequently 
large pressure fluctuations. Tests have been made to determine the minimum 
tai1water elevation that would be requil:'ed to keep the gates sUbmerged for 
different disoharges and gate openings# The character of the flow when a hy_ 

draulic jump does form is shown in Photos 12 and 13, which show an overall 
view of the oo~lete jump and a olose ... up view of the jet leaving the gate. 
In Photo 12, the tailwater has been drawn down to 18.5 ft so that the hydl:'aulic 

--jump-f-o'J.'med--SOll18---di-stl1n-oe-downstream of-th~es \II Tl1e1Ugl'lOegree o£--t.ur15u
lance in the jump is shown by the entrained air. In Photo 131 whioh is a 



close-up of the jet in Photo 12, the high velocity jet along the piers has 
caused the flow to separate at the end of the pier permitting air to be drawn 
down into the oavity. This photo delineates olearly the region in whioh pres~ 
sure on the pier will be a minimum. The results of the test, shown in Chart 
17, indicate how headwater is drawn down from its initial elevation as the 
tailwater is reduced. In addition, the chart shows the minimum pressure on 
the pier wall to be less than ~ero when conditions for the hydraulic jump are 
created f'or eaoh discharge. As suggested by Photo 12, the minimum pressure 
oocurred downstream of' the break in a pier wall at piezometer S. A minimum 
pressure of -3.2 ft of water occurred when the discharge was 2250 ofs and the 
gate opening was 5.8 ft, and the tail water elevation was lowered 16.5 ft above 
the invert. 

This chart shows the oonsequenoe of' lowering the tailwater too f'ar. It 
also shows that the minimum design tailwater of 28.) ft above the invert is 
sufficiently high to prevent separation at the gates and to maintain a rela
tively quiet flow, It should be noted that although the pressures found on 
the pier are negative, they still do not approach the pressure neoessar,v to 
initiate cavitation. 

G. Pressure Fluctuations due to Emergency Overflow when Operating at 
Normal Tailwater Elevations 

In the previous report (Part I - Regular Gate Struoture)it was sug
gested that the vent pipe in the air collector be moved to the upstream end 
of the collector and be throttled in order to reduce the pressure f'lu<?tuations 
in the air collector. The model test conducted on the Big Tujunga Gate and 
Spillway Struoture was made with the vent pipe at the upstream end of the 
collector and with the pipe throttled to an area of 0.5 sq .• ft .. 

If for any reason the gates are closed and the entire discharge flowing 
in the tunnel flows Qver the emergency weir to impinge on the flow downstream 
of the gates, large quantities of air will be entrained b,y the falling jet .. 
This entrainment process and the disturbance created by the jet gives rise to 
large pressure fluctuations which may be transmitted through the tunnel. An 

attempt has been made to measure these pressure fluctuations and to develop a 

means of eliminating them if they are deleterious to the operation of the 
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system. The high intensity pressure pulses are due to the explosive disoharge 
of air through the water trapped in the vent pipe b,y the tailwater. whose e1e~ 
vation is always above the orown of the colleotor. As air is released from the 
flow it collects along the crown of the air oolleotor. As more air is colleo ... 
ted and the pressure inoreases, it oolleots in the vent pipe under the water. 
As it rises up through the vent pipe, it is suddenly released through the 
water to the atmosphere. This sudden release and the momentary reduction of 
oolleotor pressure to the atmospheric pressure caUses the water level in the 
collector to rise rapidly to the crown resulting in an appreciable impaot. 
This impaot may be transmitted down in the tunnel. 

'rhe results of these experiments are shown in Charts 18 through 21. The 
charts were prepared in order to oompare normal operating conditions with 
emergency oonditions when the entire discharge goes over the weirs~ Chart 18 

shows some of the typical pressure records with a maximum discharge of 2250 
cfs using all three gates. The records include pressure measurements for the 
minimum design tailwater of 29.75 ft and for the maximum design tailwater of 
44.2 ft. The results show that when the gates are fully open to 18.5 ft, there 
are no pressure fluctuations for either the minimum or maximum tailwaters. The 
air collector is completely full and the gates themselves provide no restrio
tion to the flow. When the gates are closed, however, the water disoharging 

~ver the emergenoy weirs impinges on the downstream pool, causing highly tur
bulent flow with very considerable air entrainment. The appearance of the 
flow over the weir and the turbulence generated in the downstream pool are 
shown in ~hoto 14. The pressure variations generated by the jet are transmit~ 
ted to the downstream end ot the air collector and are recorded on Chart 18. 
The maximum pressure pulse was about the same for 'both tai1water elevations 
and the principal bursts of the pressure pulses appear to have a fairly long 
period. 'When the water goes over the weirs, these pressllre fluctUAtions are 
very similar to those observed previously in the Regular Gate Struoture, whioh 
has a basic geometry very similar to the Big Tujunga Gate and Spillw~ Struo
ture. In Chart 19 the results for a discharge of 1575 ofs are shown again for 
both the maximum and minimum tailwater, and with gates opened and olosed. The 

-: --------same--'bype-of-dat-a----a~___on___the_p'reviou-s-cha'rt---waTIJ-o1.-:t-e-cted-and---1_s_prennt"6d---bl!S'er....,9 ... ---

When a tai1water is maintained at its maximum value of 36.1 ft, a discharge of 
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1575 ofs through the struot'ures With the gates opened the presoribed amount 
flows smoothly witboutanydisturbances. The reason for the periodio pressure 
flllctUations whioh appeal" when the tail water is set at the miniml1ll'l design val ... 
ue with the gates open 4_1 £t was disoussedabove. 

When the gates are olosed, the flow over the weirs generates turbulenoe 
and causes air entrainment in the same manner as that desoribed with a higher 
disoharge. The pressure fluctuations caused b.1 this flow over the weirs are 
shown in Chart 19. The patterns are quite similar to those generated by the 
higher disoharge and are only slightlY less in magnitude. When the discharge 

has been reduced to 900 ofs, the whole system is much qUieter for all oondi. 
tions of' f'low. This is shown in Chart 20. It oan be seen from Chart 21 that 
when discharges of 50 of's and 225 of's are discharged through the center gate, 
the flow is very quiet and smooth and there are no pressure fluctuations at 
the downstream end of the a.ir collector for either disoharge. Photo 15 shows 
a discharge of 225 of's being passed through the center gate. The water surf'ace 
both upstream and downstream of the gate has been covered with confetti~ The 

smooth surfaoe is plainly evident from the faot that the confetti remains rela
tively stationary on the surface. Even when the gate is closed the discharge 
over the weir is so small that no pressure fluctuations are transmitted down
st:ream. 

The tests have indioated that for low discha:rges, that is, 50 of's and 
225 cfs, the flow is quite undisturbed and even when the :flow is discha:rging 
over the emergenoy weirs, pressure :fluotuations are not apparent. However, 
when larger disoha:rges a:re passed over the eme:rgency weirs there a:re pressure 
pulses generated with magnitudes up tb nea:rly 15 ft of water. Such pulses 
should be tolerable sinoe the condition of wei~ over:f'low will ha.ppen ve:ry 
rarely if at all. 

H. Eff'ect of Center Gate Closure on Water Surfaoe Elevations 

This section deals with the rather turbulent and irregular wate:r sur~ 
face upstream of the gates when the center gate is closed and the other gates 
are open various amounts to pass the required disoharges. It was observed 

~----~blit when the center gate was closed, a boil developed just upstream from the 
center gate. It was presumed that the boil was the consequence of the abrupt 
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change in the momentum of the flow filaments directed towards the closed center 

gate, some of which could now flow upward along the gate between the adjacent 

piers, Attempts were made to eliminate this boil by the installation of a 

baffle~plate between the piers at the top of the gate in order that the water 

flowing vertically upward would be redirected horizontally upstream at the 

water surface. 

Normally, for large discharges all the gates are opened equally and the 

water passes through the gate section with relatively little disturbance because 

the piers are reasonably streamlined and end in a point downstream of the gates" 

The gate section then acts as a sluice with essentially two-dimensional flow~ 

When the center gate is closed, however, water in contact with the gate cannot: 

flow laterally into the two outside openings because of the piers which project 

upstream on either side of the gate and prevent such lateral flow. Some of 

this water then tends to flow upw8.rd along the face of _ the gate and the momen

tum of the oncoming flow is SUfficient to force it to rise above the surround ... 

ing water surface creating what appears to be a boil. As would be expected, 

as the discharge is decreased, the intensity of the boil is decreased. -Like

wise, when the water surface elevation upstream of the gates is increased, the 

intensity of the boil is decreased. In the first case, the strength of the 

boil is decreased by the decreasing momentum and in the second case, the inten~ 

sity is reduced by the dissipation of the jet rising through a greater depth 

of water. The upward flow along the gate is shown in Photo 16~ in which paths, 

of dye streams immediately upstream of the center gate have been photographed. 

The photo shows the section of the gates and dye being ejected at various ele

vations through sma.ll holes in the dye injection tube which photographs as a 

vertical dark line upstream of the gate. It will be noted that the two 'upper 

jets are directed upward along the face of the gate, while the lower jets are 

directed 'more or less downward where considerable mixing occurs. The 'upward 

flow along the gate creates a boil. The appearance of the water surface im

mediatelyupstr~am of the gates is shown in Photo 17 for a high discharge and 

a closed center gate." In this photograph, the water surface was initially 

covered with aluminum powder and the upwelling in front of the center gate can 

-----------be--seen-beca.use-oi'-the--di-spl-aueraentoi"---ttre--alUMiTI1.lIi1powaerin'tbJ.s area. '1'fie -------

extent of the upwelling c.an also be deduced from the photograph. The water 
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surface profile immediately upstream of the center gate along a line normal 

to the gate section was measured for various discharges and for various head

water elevations on the upstream side of the gates. These data are shown in 

Charts 22 and 23. With the gate closed and without any modification of the 

gate structure, the rise in water surface can be seen for the larger discharges 
and the smaller heads. 

Having observed the nature of the boil, it was felt that the upwelling 
could be eliminated and the upward flow redirected along the water surface if 
a horizontal plate were installed between the piers above the gate. This 

plate extended upstream to the pier noses and filled the space between them. 

The qualitative effect of the baffle-plate can be seen in Photos 18 and 19. 
In Photo 18, dye streams are ejeoted at various elevations from holes in the 

dye probe and flow toward the gate. In this case, however, the upward flow 

carrying the dye is drastically reduced~ and after a first tendency to rise, 

the dye streams are directed downward along the gate. The relatively calm 

water surface after the baffle-plate had been fitted is shown in Photo 19, 

where the water surface has again been covered with aluminum powder. Small 

disturbances are seen on the water surface and in two small patches clear 

water can be seen. It appears from these photographs that the baffle-plate 
is rather effective in reducing the intensity of the boil. Measurements of 

the water surface profile upstream of the center gate, as plotted in Charts 22 

and 23, show the water surface for co~parison with the profile without the 
baffle-plate. It will be noted that with the baffle-plate the water surface 

is relatively smooth and horizontal for all discharges and headwater eleva

tions~ while the water surface without the baffle-plate shoWS the increase in 

water surface elevation caused b,y the upward flow along the gate in the longi
tudinal extent of the boil. Chart 22 shows the rather significant decrease in 

the size of the boil as the discharge decreases, so that for discharges of 1000 

cfs, for minimum tailwater elevation, the water surface With and without the 

baffle-plate is nearly the same. There is appreciable difference for the two 

conditions when a discharge has been increased to 1500 crs and more. In Chart 

23, the discharge is constant at 2250 cfs while the headwater elevation has 

'peen inol'e~ successive1y-l'rom 31-;"(r-rt-----cnl-;y-rt-oy closmg tne outer gates 
in increasing increment$. Here again~ the water surface is essentially 
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horizontal when a baffle-plate is used at the given headwater elevation. 
Without the baffle-plate the water surface near the gate is as much as half 
a foot higher than the surrounding surfaoe. This baffle-plate may actually 
be any device structurally feasible that will prevent the upward flow at the 
top of the gate and redirect the jets in an upstream direction at the water 
surface. It appears that the presenoe of the boil has little influence on the 
operation of the gates or the charaoter of the flow through the gates~ and the 

use of the baffle"plate serves primarily to provide a smooth water surface in 
the upstream section of the gate tower. 

I. Flow Through Emergenoy Spillway Tunnel 

If for any reason the tunnel downstre~ of the Big Tujunga structure 

is fully or partially closed, the water flowing in the tunnel must be rejected~ 
The spillway overflow weir and tunnel on the downstream. side of the structure 
are designed to serve this purpose. Photo 20 shows the maximum design dis
charge passing over the weir and into the tunnel. 

As designed, the facility is capable of passing the maximum discharge 
safely out of the structure. As oan be seen in Photo 20, there is a tendency 

for the flow to spiral down the tunnel after leaving the struoture. This is 
due to the unsymmetrical nature of the approach to the tunnel. The spiral 
flow, however, is not detrimental to the tunnel capacity, and, since the tun
nel will rarely be used; studies leading to better flow patterns are not nec

essary. 

Visual observations and photographs indicate that the spillw~ weir and 

tunnel can, if neoessary, safely reject the maximum design discharge. 

III_ CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental study of the Big Tujunga Gate and Spillway Structure 

was concerned with operating oharacteristics for both normal and non-normal 
conditions. The results of the study led to the following conclusions: 

1. For normal operation, the flow in the structure was 
smooth and relatively undisturbed for all discharges. 

2. The measurement of head differential compared well 
with preliminary computations. 



3. Pressures on the piers and floor downstrerum of 
the gates in a region of high velocity are well 
above the cavitation pressure for both normal and 

non~no~al operating conditions. 

4. In order to prevent the formation of a free sur~ 
face in the air collector for certain discharges 
and gate openings, it is recommended that either 
the tailwater elevation be increased b.1 1.5 ft or 
the crown of the air collector be lowered a similar 

amount. 

5. The minimum tailwater elevation at which the gates 

are not exposed by the hydraulic jump is estimated 
as 19 ft. The minimum design tailwater for ,all 
discharges is at least 28.3 ft. 

6. The natural frequency of the gates in comparison with 
the frequencies of the forcing functions are suffic

iently large so that oscillations of the gates will be 
minimized_ Th~se and other experiments indicate that 
additional experiments on gate vibrations would prob. 
ably not be worth the cost. 

7. The pressure fluctuations que to the emergency over
flow of the weirs are of a rel~tively small magnitude 
and should not cause hydraulic or structural problems. 

8. It is recommended that in order to remove the surface 
boil which is sometimes apparent upstream from the 
center gate, the geometry be revised to inclUde a 
baffle-plate mounted between the piers and above the 
center gate. 

9. The spillway tunnel which leaves from the Big Tujunga 

structure on the downstream side :is of SUfficient oa ... 
----cP8.cit,yJo--hand1e__the~aximum__<lischarge--to-'be--expec.ted~~~--~~~

at the site of the Big Tujunga structure. 
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LIST OF PHOTOS 

(Serial No. 168A.98) The experimental apparatus is fabrioated. of 
a transparent plastic so that the flow patterns could be easily 
observed and photographed. Piezometer taps and pressure transdu
cers were installed j.n the model to measure pressure conditions 
at various points. The manometer board and transducer recorder 
are shawn in the photograph of the model. 

(Serial No. 168A.85) This is a dr,y view of the Big Tujunga model 
prior to its installation in the model tunnel. It is a view looking 
into the downstream end of the gate structure, showing the gate 
section and the rectangular flow passages. Upstream and downstream 
of the gate structure transitional sections from a square to a cir" 
oular tunnel will be installed. A spillway tunnel inlet is also 
shown. 

(Serial No. 168A~86) This is a view from over. head showing the 
geometr,y of the structure in plan. The piers and the dividing walls 
for the emergency weirs and the spillway are shown in their relative 
position. The narrow center gate to be used for low discharges is 
shown in comparison with the wider, outside gates. 

(Serial No. 168A-87) This photograph is a close-up of the structure 
installed in the tunnel system and ready for testing. The gates~ 
weirs, spillway tunnel, and transition sections are clearly shown 
in this view. It also shoWS the undisturbed water surface for a 
discharge of 2250 cfs through the tunnel with the gates wide open. 
This is a normal operating condition. 

(Serial No. 168A.IOO) This photograph shoWS the operation of the 
Big Tujunga Gate and Spillway Structure, for a smaller gate opening 
and larger head differential. When the discharge is 1575 cfs~ the 
gates are closed to 4.1 ft. The head differential is approximately 
16 ft" This photo illustrates the character of the flow for approx.,. 
tmately normal operating conditions as defined b.1 the operating 
line in Chart 2. It shows that the flow is quiet and the water 
surface is undisturbed. 

(Serial No. l68A-125) For a discharge of 900 cfs normal operating 
conditions require that the gates be olosed to approximately 1.9 ft, 
for which condition the head differential is approximately 21+ ft. 
This photograph shows the flow pattern for conditions closely simi. 
lar to those for normal operation. The water surface on the up~' 
stream side of the gate structure is smooth and quiet, but the 
momentum of the high velocity 'under the gate has lowered the water 
level just downstream of the gates to a value below the crown of 
the air collector and below the downstream tailwater. 



PHOTO 7 (Serial No. l68A-llO) This photo shows the structure with a dis
charge of only 50 cfs and with a tailwater and gate opening at 
design values. The water surface downstrerun of the gates is quite 
smooth, even though there is a considerable head difference and a 
small gate opening. 

PHOTO 8 (Serial No. 168A-112) This close~up view of the gate section for 
a discharge of 50 cfs shows dye being injected a short distance 
upstream of the center gate. The velocity of flow in this region 
is very low so that the dye streaks are not well defined. When the 
dye reaches the pier nose, and flows under the gate, the flow lines 
are better defined and downstream of the gate the dye loses its 
identity. 

PHOTO 9 (Serial NO$ l68A-115) This photograph is a view of the structure 
for normal operating conditions for a discharge of 225 cfs. The 
photo, which was taken from a relatively high position, shows the 
smooth water surface both upstream and downstream of the gates. 

PHOTO 10 (Serial No. l68A-114) This is a close-up view of dye being injec-' 
ted into the flow 'upstream of the gates for a discharge o£ 225 cfs 
through the center gate. The dye clearly defines the jet as it ap
proaches the gate and the extent to which it penetrates downstream 
of the gate before it is mixed with the flow in the downstream tun
nel. 

PHOTO 11 (Serial No. l68A-124) For a discharge of 900 cfs at the minimum 
design tailwater the momentum of the jet under the gate reduces the 
water level in the region downstream of the gate below the design 
tailwater. The free surface at the upstream end of the air collec
tor can be seen. This photograph should be compared with Photo 6, 
which shows the same condition except that the tai1water has been 
raised to 30 ft. 

PHOTO 12 (Serial No. l68A-104) When the tailwater is lowered sufficiently, 
the flow separates from the downstream side of the gates and forms 
a hydraulic jump further downstream in the air collector or t'unnel 
proper. For normal operation, the tailwater is at least 10 ft 
higher than that shown in this photograph, so that the gates will 
be fully submerged. 

PHOTO 13 (Serial No. l68A-105) This is a close-up view in the region down. 
stream of the gates in Photo 12 showing the high velocity jet as it 
leaves the gate and just prior to the formation of the jump. The 
high velocity flow past the piers has developed cavities at the end 
of the pier where separation occurs and low pressure due to the sep
aration exists. Air has been drawn in from the surface to the 
region where the low pressure occurs. 

PHOTO 14 (Serial No. l68A-89) This Rhotog~h shows the flow pattern when 
the gates are closed and the entire discharge of 2250 cfs flows 
over the emergency weirs into the downstream pool. The photo shows 
entrainment of the air by the jet and its release into the air col
lector. 



PHOTO 1,5 (Serial No. l68A-122) This photograph shows a discharge of 22,5 ofs 
being passed through the center gate. The water surface both up
stream and downstream has been covered with confetti so that the 
comparative quietness of the surface can be readily seen. 

PHOTO 16 (Serial No. 168A-129) When the center gate is closed and the maxi_ 
mum discharge of 22,50 cfs is passed through the two outside gates, 
part of the flow impinging on the center gate flows upward to create 
a boil at the water surface. Dye streams injected upstream of the 
center gate at various elevations show the flow pattern. The upper 
dye streams are shown flowing upward along the front of the closed 
center gate. 

PHOTO 17 (Serial No. l68A-132) The strength of the boil as it pierces the 
water surface is olear1y delineated b,y the pattern oreated in the 
surface covering of aluminum powder. The photograph shows the boil 
penetrating the surface and flowing outward in an essentially radial 
direction from the face of the gate, 

PHOTO 18 (Serial No. l68A-130) With the baffle-plate installed at the top of 
the center gate between the adjacent piers, the several jets of dye 
are prevented from flowing upward. Rather, they are directed down
ward toward the invert and are forced upstream along the floor 'until 
they reach the end of the piers and can join the flow passing throug. 
the side gates. 

PHOTO 19 (Serial No. 168A.133) With the baffle-plate in place, the boil is ! 
practically eliminated even though the discharge is 22,50 cfs and the 
center gate is closed. The aluminum powder covering the surface is 
practically intact except for two small patches where the powder has 
been separated. This demonstrates the greatly decreased strength 
due to the presence of the baffle-plate. 

PHOTO 20 (Serial No. 168A-90) A view of the gate control structure with a 
tailwater sufficient to force the entire discharge over the spill~ I 
way overflow weir and down the spillway tunnel. It can be seen that 
spiral currents have developed in the flow down the spillway tunne~. 
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PH~ro 1 (Serial No. l68AM 98) Th~ experimental apparatus 
is fabricated of a transparent plastic so that the 
flow patterns can be easily observed and photo
graphed. Piezometer taps and pressure transducers 
were installed in the model to measure pressure 
conditions at various points. The manometer board 
and transducer recorder are shown in the photograph 
of the model. 

PHOTO 2 (Serial No. l68A-85) This is a dry view of the Big 
Tujunga model prior to its installation in the model 
tunnel. It is a view looking into the downstream 
end of the gate structure, showing the gate section 
and the reotangular flow passages. Upstream and down
stream of the gate struoture transitional sections 
from a square to a ciroular tunnel will be installed. 
A sp:Ulwa;y tunnel inlet is also shown. 
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PHO'I'O:3 (Serial No. 168A-86) This is a view from over head 
showing the geometry of the structure in plan. The 
piers and the dividing walls for the emergency weirs 
and the spillway s.re shown in their :J:'elative position. 
The narrow center gate to be used for low discharges 
is shown in comparison with the wider, outside gates. 

PHOTO 4 (Serial No. 168A-87) This photograph is a close-up 
of the structure installed in the tunnel system and 
ready for. testing. The gates, weirs, spillway tunnel, 
and transition sections are clearly shown in this view. 
It also shows the undisturbed water surface for a dis
charge of 2250 cfs through the tunnel with the gates 
wide open. This is a normal operating condition. 
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PHOTO 5 (Serial No~ 168A-IOO) This photograph shows the 
operation of the Big Tujunga Gate and Spillway 
Structure, for a smaller gate opening and larger 
head differential. When the discharge is 1575 cts, 
the gates are closed to 4.1 ft~ The head differen
tial is approximate~ 16 ft. This photo illustrates 
the character of the £low for approximately normal 
operating conditions as defined b,y the operating line 
in Chart 2. It shows that the flow is quiet and the 
water surface is undisturbed. 

PHOTO 6 (Serial No. l68A-12,) For a discharge of 900 cfs 
normal operating conditions require that the gates 
be closed to approximately 1.9 ft, for which con
dition the head differential is approximately 24 
ft. This photograph shows the flow pattern for con
ditions closely similar to those for normal opera
tion. The water surface on the upstream side of the 
gate structure is smooth and quiet, but the momentum 
of the high velocity under the gate has lowered the 
water level just downstream of the gates to a value 
below the crown of the air collector and below the 
down5t~eam tailwater. 
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PHOTO 7 (Serial No. l68A-llO) This photo shows the str~oture 
with a discharge of only 50 cfs and with a tailwater 
and gate opening at design values. The water surface 
downstream of the gates is quite smooth, even though 
there is a considerable head difference and a small 
gate opening. 

PHOTO 8 (Serial No. 168A .. 112) This olose-up view of the gate 
section for a discharge of 50 efs shows dye being in. 
jected a short distance upstream of the center gate. 
The velooity of flow in this region is very low so that 
the dye streaks are not well defined. When the dye 
reaches the pier nose, and flows under the gate, the 
flow lines are better defined and downstream of the 
gate the dye loses its identity. 
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PHOTO 9 (Serial No. l68A-llS) This photograph is a view of 
the structure for normal operating oonditions for a 
discharge of 225 cfs. The photo, which was taken 
from arelative17 high position, shows the smooth 
water surface bath upstream and downstream of the 
gates .. 

PHOTO 10 (Serial No. l68A-114) This is a close .. up view of 
dye being injected into the flow upstream of the 
gates for a discharge of 225 cfs through the center 
gate. The dye clearly defines the jet as it approaches 
the gate and the extent to which it penetrates do~ 
stream of the gate before it is mixed with the flow 
in the downstream tunnel~ 
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PHOTO 11 (Serial No. l68A-124) For a discharge of 900 ofs 
at the minimum design tailwater the momentum of the 
jet under the gate reduoes the water level in the 
region downstream of the gate below the design tail
water. The free surfaoe at the upstream end of the 
air collector oan be seen. This photograph should 
be compared with Photo 6, which shows the same oon~ 
dition except that the tailwater has been raised to 
30 ft. 

PHOTO 12 (Serial No~ l68A-l04) When the tailwater is lowered 
sufficiently, the flow separates from the downstream 
side of the gates and forms a hydraulic jump further 
downstream in the air collector or tunnel proper. For 
normal operation, the tallwater is at least 10 it high
er than that shown in this photograph, so that the 
gates will be fully submerged. 
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PHaro 13 (Serial No. l68A-105) This is a close-up of the 
view in the region downstream of the gates in Photo 
12 showing the high velooity jet as it leaves the 
gate and just prior to the formation of the jump. 
The high velooity flow past the piers has deve10ped 
cavities at the end of the pier where separation 00-
ours and low pressure due to the separation exists. 
Air has been drawn in from the sur.faoe to the region 
where the low pressure ocours. 

PHOTO 14 (Serial No. l68A-89) This photograph shows the flow 
pattern when the gates are olosed and the entire dis. 
oharge of 2250 ors flows over the emergenoy weirs into 
the downstre8m pool. The photo shows entrainment of 
the air b.1 the jet and its release into the air col. 
leotor. 
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PHOTO 15 (Serial No. 168,A...122) This photo shows a discharge 
of 225 ofs being passed through the center gate. The 
water surface both upstream and downstream has been 
covered with confetti so that the comparative quiet
ness of the surfaoe oan be readily seen. 

PHOTO 16 (Serial No. l68A.129) When the'oenter gate is olosed 
and the maximum discharge of 2250 ofs is passed through 
the two outside gates, part of the flow impinging on 
the oenter gate flows ~pward to oreate a boil at the 
water surface. D,ye streams in~.oted upstream of the 
center gate at various elevations show the flow pattern. 
The upper dye streams are shown flowing upward along 
the £ront of the olosed oenter gate. 
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PHOTO 17 (Serial No. l68~132) The strength of the boil as 
it pierces the water surface is clearly delineated 
b.v the pattern created in the surfaoe covering of 
aluminum powder. The photograph shows the boil pene
trating the surface and flowing outward in an essen
tially radial direction from the face of the gate. 

PHOTO 18 (Serial No. l68A-130) With the baffle-plate 'installed 
at the top of the center gate between the adjacent 
piers, the several jets of ~e are prevented from flow
ing upward. Rather, the,v are directed do~ard toward 
the invert and are forced upstream along the floor until 
they reach the end of the piers and oan join the flow 
passing through the side gates. 
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PHOTO 19 (Serial No. l68A-133) With the baffle-plate in 
place, the boil is practically eliminated even 
though the discharge is 2250 cfs and the oenter 
gate is olosed. The aluminum powder covering 
the surfaoe is practioal~ intaot except for two 
small patohes where the powder has been separa
ted. This demonstrates the great~ deoreased 
strength due to the presence of the baffle-plate. 

PHOTO 20 (Serial No. l68A-90) A view of the gate oontrol 
struoture with a tailwater sufficient to force the 
entire discharge over the spillway overflow weir 
and down the spillway tunnel. It can be seen that 
spiral currents have developed in the flow down the 
spillw.ai1 tunnel. 
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2. lin,( 'OA· is on extension of the 
E. G. L. ""stream of gate. 

3. tine '08· Is an extensT on of tfoe 
E.G.L. downstream of gote. 

4. All gates were open the some 
'amount in the tests. 
Gates: 

2 outside gates, 6'-3- x 18'-6" 
1 center gate, 2'-0" x 18'-6" 

5. Operating line obtained from 
Harz" Eng. Co. Sketch No. 
380-SKC-177 • 
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1. Q and 6,'H from rating curves. 
See drawing 168-B .. 459 ... 129. 

2. Q = Cd b do J296H+~1'2, 
Q: discharge in cfs for given 6. H 
b: gate width .. 

d : gate opening 
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1. Q and Do H from rating curves. 
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Notes: 

T. Side gates open e<:jvally, center gate closed. 

2. Pressures were meosured using piezometers 
located as shown in sketch, 0.4 ft from pier 
wall. 

3. Tailwaler elevation eSlabliShed using Horzo 
sketch 380-SKC-177. 

4. ~Hacross the gates rangedvp 'to 34.9 ft. 

S. Minimum pressure occurred at location SA 
for each condition tested. 

6. Minimum pressure 'Of +15.8 feel of water oc
curred when Q = 2250 cFs, t.H = 28.2 ft, 
tailwoter elev. = 29.7 ft, gall> opening = 
5 ft. 

MINIMUM AVERAGE PRESSURE ON 
FLOOR DOWNSTREAM OF'SIDE GATE 

NEAR PIER WALL 

Q = 2250, 1575, and 900 cfs 
Minimum Design Tciilwater EleveHon 

Two 6 ft 3 in. (O\1!side) Gotes Operating 
Model Scele 1 :33. 3 
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Notes: 

t. Side gates open equally, 'center gate cI osed. 

2. Pressures were measured using piezometer 
located <IS shown in sketch, 0.4 ft above the 
fI oor of the structure. 

3. Tailwater elevation established using Harza 
sketch 380-SKC-I77. 

4. Ll.H ocross the gates ranged up to 34.9 ft. 

5. Minimum pressure of +14.0 ft of water 'oc
curredwhen Q=mOcfs, Ll.H=28.25ft, 
tailwater elev, = 29.7 ft, gate opening = 5 ft. 

MTNIMUM AVERAGE PRESSURE ON 
PIER WALL DOWNSTREAM OF SIDE GATE 

Q= mo; 1575,' and 900 cfs 
Minimum Design Tailwater Elevation 

Two 6 ft 3 in. (Outside) Gates Operating 
Model Scale 1 :38.3 
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Notes: 

1. Side gates open equally, center gate closed. 

2. Pressures weTE~ measured using piezometers 
located as shown in sketch, 0.4 It from pier 
wall. 

3. Tailwater elevation established using Harza 
sketch 38D-SKC-I77. 

4. t:.Hacross th-e gates ranged up to 30.2 ft. 

S. Minimum pressure occurred at location 5A 
for each condition tested .. 

6. Minimum pressure of+25.8 ft of water oc
curred when Q = 900 cfs, t:.H = 28.9 ff, 
tailwafer elev. = 30.8 ft, gafe_opening = 
2 ft. For fhis condition fhere is a small 
amounf of flow over ~he weir. 

MINIMUM AVERAGE PRESSURE ON 
FLOOR DOWNSTREAM OF"SIDE GATE 

NEAR PIER WALL 

Q= 2250, 1575, and 900 cfs 
Max-imum Design T a'ilwater H evation 

Two 6 It 3 in. (Outside) Getes Operating 
Model Scale 1!38.3 

MODR STUDIES-FOOTHILL FEEDER PROJECT 
!MetropoJ itan Water Dist ~ of Southern Col iforn ia 
BIG TUJUNGA GA TE& SPILLWAY STRUCTURE 

Horzo Engineering Co., Ch icogo, Ill. 

SAINT ANTHONY FALLS HYDRAUl1C LA80RATORY 0 
UN1VERSTTY OF 'MINNESOTA >= 
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Plan view showing piezometer tap locations 
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~ Nonna! Operafing---., 
line 
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I 
Q Tailwater Elev. 

cfs ft 

2250 44.2 

1575 36.1 
::i~ iF III I ,I: ,hi I I I Ie 900 30.8 
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! I 
l i , 

00----. : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Gate Ooening in Feet (prototyp-,,) 

Notes: 

1. Side gotes oPen equally, center gate c1 osed. 

2. Pressures were measured using piezometer 
located as shown in sketch, 0.,4 ft above the 
f10ar of the structure. 

3. Tailwater elevation established using Harza 
.. sketch 3SQ-SKC-177. 

4. Ll.H ac~oss gates ranged up to 30.2 ft.' 

5. Minimum pressure occurred at location 5 
for each 'condition tested.' 

6. Minimum pressure of +24,4 ft of water oc
curred"when Q = 900 cfs, Ll.H = 28.9 ft. 
tailwater elev. = 30.8 ft,gate opening = 2 ft. 
FO!" this condition there is 0 small amounf of 
flow over the weir. 

MlNlMUM AVERAGE PRESSURE ON 
PIER WALL DOWNSiREAM OF SIDE GATE 

Q= 2250, 1575, and 900 cIs 
/i,aximum Design Tailwofer E1evotion 

Two 6 ft 3 in. (Outside) Gotes Operating 
Model Scale 1 :38.3 

MODEL SiUDIES-FOOTH ILL FEEDER PROJECT 
Metropolitan Water Dist. of Southern Colifornic 
BIG TUJUNGA GATEe. SPILL WAY STRUCTURE 
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Pion view showing piezometer top locations 
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I j,., Q Tailwater Elev. 
, I cfs • ft 

10 i I I I 0 225 28.3 

51 I ! 0 50 28.3 

OI~_U I _ l 1 I. _ ... _ '. _,' , _ .J 
0' 2 3 4 S (, 7 8 9 10 

G~~~ Or'-t'!n1~('! in F~""~ rpr""f""fv"'1~' 

Notes: 

1. Side gales closed, center gate open. 

_ 2. Pressures were measured using piezometers 
located as shown in sketch, DAft rrom pier 
wall. 

3. Tailwater elevation established using Harza 
sketch 380-SKC-I77. 

4. bH ocross the gate ranged up to 31.7 ft. 

5. Minimurn' pressure occurred atl ocation 12A 
for each condition tested. 

6. Minimum pressure of +24.8 ft of water oc
curred when Q = 225 cr" LlH = 31 .3 ft, 
lailwater elev. = 28.3 ft, gate opening = 
3 ft. For thi, condition there i, o ,mal[ 
amount. of flow 'Over the weIr. 

MINIMUM AVERAGE PRESSURE ON 
FLOOR DOWNSTREAM OF CENTER GATE 

NEAR PIER WALL 

Q= 225 cnd 50 cf, 
Tailwater Bev. = 28.3 ft 

One 2 ft (Center) Gate Operating 
Model Scale 1 :38.3 

N.ODELSTUDIES-FOOTHILL FEEDER PROJECT 
Metropolitan \Voter Dist. of Southern California 
BIG TUJUNGA GA TE& SPILLWAY STRUCTURE 

Harza Engineering Co., Chicogo, Iii. 

SA'~rr M;THO~Y fALLS HYDRAULlC UBOllAiORY ~ 
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< Notes: 

Plan view snowing piezometer tap locations 1. Side gates closed, center gate open. 
i . 2. Pressures were measured using piezomefers . 

55 -, located as shown in sketch, 0.4 ft above 
. : the floor of the structure. 

, .3. Tailwater elevation established using Harza 
50 i sketch 380-SKC-177. 

i
' 4. C>H ocross the gate ranged up to 31.7 ft. 

. '. 5. Minimum!>ressure occurred at location 12 
45 for each condition tested. 

• 6" Minimum pressure of +23.8 ft of water oc-
: curred when Q = 225 cf., ~H =31.3 ft, 

40 . failwaler elev. = 28.3 fIr gote opening = 
". 3 ft. For this condition there is a smoll 

amount of flow over the weir. 

~~ .. 
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== '" Normal Operating 
(; 30 \ Line - \ ~ ,t:C-\ " 
~25 r-~ I ~ I . 
~ : ..... ~ --,Y 
~ I -/ ,-
.t 20 It MINIMUM AVERAGE .PRESSURE ON 

PIER WALL DOWNSTREAM OF 
.1 CENTERGATE 

15 Q =225 and 50 cfs 
. I· t Tailwater Elev. = 28.3 ft 
.. t Q Tailwater Sev. One 2 ft (Center) Gete Operating 

O eli ft Model Seal e 1 :38.3' 
1 . 0 225 28.3-

MODa STUD IE5-FOOTHILL FEEDER PROJ ECT 
i Metropolitan Water Dist. ofSouthemCclifomio 

5 i' 0' 50 28.3 BIG TUJUNGA GATE & SPILLWAY STRUCTURE 
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~ency in cps (Prototype) 

·1 
J.STREAM . SIDE OF GATE 

. I ' 
DOWNSTREAM SIDE OF GATE 

~ "f~j: i"~iirii!~i~i ":;IIII'~ 
] 33 J'~~~;;~~~~;J,;t;;J:~~~~ I ""Ta recorder J I 

j~tI're1!·~!;.n k~~I;n~ 
! I . Iii 

o I 1.2 3 4 
time in Seconds (prototype) 

:; n~:j:~:~::· ~;~::~!~: :~;~::~:ij :~i~~':E::~:~:~ =~i:~· :h~:y:ffi 

~ 7Oj~;'~~,i~@]t]'fj'~J;:;;~ 
.... 65 i~~t \~r;"~~':;<;1\';;!i'\~1 """'i ':i',it. 

j~I~~ 
o 1 2 

Time T" Secands (prototype) 
3 4 

" 
Typic:al 'records oFpressure fluctuations and sketches showing tronsducer locations in gate 

Notes: 

t. Trcnsducerswere 2.Spsi C.E.C. chcmbermounted type. 

2. Gotes closed, flow over the weir. 

3. The transducers were mounted so as to record fluctuatj"g 
pressures 7.32 ft above the bottom <>f the gafe. 

4. The spectrum was obtained by analysis of records similar 
to those shown below. The graph to the left is a plot of 
the Root Mean Square of the amplitude of the various , 
pressure pulses which occur on the face of the gate in 
terms of the frequency with which these pulses occur. 

5. Vertical dashed lines on graph indicate netural frequency 
af gates as designed by Harza Engineering Company and . 
shown on Harza drcwings380-3KC-I65 and 166. 

HARMONIC WAVE ANALYSIS OF THE 
PRESSURE PULSES OCCURRING ON 

THE GAiE 

.Q= 2250 cn 
T.W. Elev. = 33.0 ft 

. H. W. Elev. = 65.0 ft 
Gate Opening = 0% 

MODEL STUDIES-FOOTHILL FEEDER PROJECT 
Metropolifan Weter Dist.of Southem Californi 
BIG TUJUNGA GATE&SPlllWAYSTRUCTURE 

Harza Engineering Co., Chicago, III. 

SAINT ANTHONY FAl.lS HYDP .... Ul.IC UaORA'l'ORY 
Ul'rlIVERSJTY .. OF MTNNESOTA 

O'I'tA1"'fH DMN I CMCCt«O_~ . . /1 ~/l"'~ROVEO 
"JCIlt.!: ! Ol..Tt!: 3-3':'-67 'I NO.: 68 3-459-13~ £""' 
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1! I bverflow weir 
elev. 1270 ft 
'Spillway tunnel 
weir elev. 1262 ft 

! i!::. '-

) Flow Il --- ., 

ISJjvent 

III >.. f 1 _ "'0 

L ""'= Gate s at ~ 

Cross Section Along Model Centerline 

Notes: 

1. Transducer used was a 2.5 psi, C. E.C. 
chamber mounted type. 

2. These tests were conducted in order to 
determine the range of failwaler elevations 
which is su.lficierit to eliminate any sig
nIficant fluctuating pressures. 

3. Maximum design t~ilwafer elevation = 
-14.23 ft, minimum design tailwater ele
vation ~ 29.75 ft. 

I-

COMPARISON OF FLUCTUATING 
DYNAMIC PRESSURES 1N AIR TRAP OF THE 

BIG TUJUNGA GATE AND SPILLWAY 
STRUCTURE DUE TO VARIATION OF THE 

TAILWATER ELEVATION 

Q= 2250 cf. 
Gate Opening= Three at 18.5 ft 

Vent! 9 sq ft, 58 ft D.S. from gate slot 
Model Seale 1 :38.3 

MODa STUDIE5-FOOTHILL FEEDER PROJEC , 
Metropolitan Wa~er Dist. ofSou~hern Californi( 
BIG TUJUNGA GATE& SPILLWAY STRUCTURE 

5 . 10 . . '.. 15 . . ' 
Time In s"eon;:!! (Pro~b~)'I'e) ~W~ DJA Le!!;~ .. ~ ... ', : ","ov'~. -I 

! .•.. °j.·0 ,1,"- ~-".')( -' '. A 
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" 5 Time in Seconds (Prototype) 10 15 

'----"1I+i --"1f Overflow weir 
elev. 1270 ft 
Spillway tunnel weir 

~ Flow -'e ~ 
,--- => 

~llSV~~~~~~~~ 
I, III;'> I I 'R 

~ .......' c: Gate slot ~ 

Cnoss Section Along Model Centerline 

Notes: 

1. Tronsducer used wos a 2.5 psi, C. E.C. 
chomb er mounte d type. 

2.. These tests were conducted in order to 
. determine the range of tailwater elevations 
whkh is sufficient to eliminate any sig
nificant.fluctuating pressures .. 

3. Maximum'design tailwater elevation:£ 
36.07 ft, minimum design tailwater ele
vati on : 28.98 ft. 

COMPARISON OF FLUCTUATING 
DYNAMIC PRESSURES IN AIR TRAP OF THE 

BIG TUJUNGA GATE AND SPILLWAY 
STRUCTURE DUE TO VARIATION OF THE 

TAILWATER ELEVATION 
, Q: 1575 cfs 

Gate Open iJ:lg = Three at 4.1 ft 
Vent: 9"l ft, 53 ft D. S. from gate slot 

Model Scale 1 :38.3 

MODEL STUDIES-FOOTHILL FEEDER PRO"JECT 
'v\etropoIiton V/ater Dist .. ofSouthe-rn California 
BIG TUJUNG,a. GATE& SPILLWAY STRUCTURE 

Harza Engineering Co., Chicago, 111. n 
SAINi ANTHONY FALLS HYDRAULIC LAaoRATORY Z 

UNfVERSITY OF v.1NNESO":"A > 
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. 10 15 o 5 Time in Seconds (Prototype) 
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LOatum 
elev. 1212 ft 

Cress Sed'ion Along Model Centerline 

Nores: 

1. Transducer used WQS a 2.5 psi, C. E.C. 
chamber tnQUnted type. ~ 

2. These tests were conducted in order to 
determine Ihe range of tailwater elevations 
which is sufficient fo eliminate any sig
niFicant fluctuating pressures. 

3. MaximUm design tailwater elevatIon = 
30.80 ft, minimum design tailwater ele
vation = 28.49 ft. 

COMPARISON OF FLUCTUATING 
DYNAMIC PRESSURES IN AIR TRAP OF THE 

BIG TUJUNGA GATE AND.SPILLWAY 
STRUCTURE DUE TO VARIATION OF THE 

TAILWATER ELEVATION 

Q= 900 cfs 
Gate Opening'" Three at 1.9 Ft 

Vent: 9 sq ft, .58 ft D. S. from gate slot 
Model Scole "38.3 

MODEL STUOlES-fOOTHILl FEEDER PROJECT 
Metropolitan Waterf'list. of Southern Ccfifomk 
BIG TUJUNGA GATE& SPILLWAY STRUCTURE 

Horzo Engineering Co.~ Chicago, 111. 
~~ SAINT ANTlIONY FALLS HYDRAULIC LABORATORY 
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Notes: 

1. Side gates open equally I center gate cI osed. 

2. Pressures Were measured us'ing piezometers 
lo-cated as shown in s!<;etch, 0.4 ft above the 
floor of !he structure. 

3. Test procedure Was as Follows: 
a., A given discharge was established. 
b. The side gates were opened equally 50 

that the headwater elev. = 58 ft. 
c" The faiIwa~er elevation was decreased 

until the hydraulic jump was no longer 
submerged and had moved into the transi-
tion downstream of the gates. 

d. Data presented on this chart we're then 
recorded. 

·4. Pressures on the f1 oor of the structure were 
slightly higher (approximately 0.2 ft of 
water) than those on the pier wall. 

5. MininlUm pressure occurred at location 5 for 
all conditions tested • 

6. Minimum pressure of -3.2 ft 'of wafer oc-
curred when Q = 2250 ofs, toilwaler 
elev. = 16.5 ft, gale opening = 5.8 ft. 

. 

6 Minimum pressure on pier walT 

o Tailwa~er elevation for inception of 
lJnsubmerged hydraulic jump 

¢ Headwater elevction 'Offer hydraulic 
jump fonned in tunnel 

MINIMUM TAiLWATER ELEVATION 
FOR INCEPTION OF HYDRAULIC JUN.P 

IN TUNNEL 

Headwater and io'ilwoter ElevoHons 
Pier Press't~res 

MODEL STUDIES-FOOTHILL FEEDER PROJECT 
!Metropolitan "'loter Dis;. of Southern California 
BIG TUJUNGA GA TH, SPILLWAY STRUCTURE 

Harz') engineering Co., Chico!]o, 111. 
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Notes: 
Cross se,ction along centerline of model 

1. Transducers used were 2.5 psi C. E.C., chamber 
mounted type. 

2. "With gates dosed and flow over weir, air is en
trained; air escaping through vent and overflow 
impacting On pool causes dynamic pressure 
oscillations • 

3. fn this test, the maximum and minimum design, 
tail waters were established, and the maximum design 
discharge was passed either through the gate open
ings or over ti1e overflow weir. 

Gate Opening (Ft) 

318'18.5 0 3@18.5 0 

T ,W~ Elevation 44.2 I 44.2 29.75 29.75 

H. W.E!evation 45- 65 30.5 65 

lV'laximum Magnitude - 8.0 - 6~ of Pulses (ft of water 

VARIATION OF FLUCTUATING PRESSURES 
IN AIR TRAP .OF BIG TUJUNGA 

GATE TOWER DUE TO CHANGE IN 
t.W. ELEVATION AND GATE OPENING 

Q= 2250 cf. 
T. W. Elevation = 29.75 end 44.2 
Gote Opening = 3 -:;: 18.5 It and 0 
Spillway Tunnel Q = 0 
Vent: 9 sq ft,58 ft D.S. from gate slot 

Model Scale 1 :38.3 

MODEL STUD I ES-FOOTH ILL FEEDERPRO'JECT 
Metropolitan V/orer Dis!" .. of Southern Coliforn"io 
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lOverflow weir 
!r=---l~;---~Iev_ 1270 ft) 

fl--- illway tunnel wei t I elev. 1262 ft) 

.: hfl~~ 

~ Pier ! ~tFlOW ~ 8 
Flow >- I i --- t :> 

~~ :r.tlc, 7r.:2~.&Ij ~ 
Datum '. GatJ slot § 
(elev. 1212 ft) i I-

Cross section along' ce~terlint of model 
Notes:. i 

1. Transducers used were 2.5 psi C.iE.C., chamber 
mounted type. . ! 

2. With gates closed and flaw over ~e weir, air is 
entrained;.air escaping thrcugh tre vent and over
flow impacting on pool causes dy1namic pressure 
oscillations. . " 

3. In this test, the maximum and mipimum design .. 
tailwatero were estoblished, andla flow of 1575 crs 
wm passed either through the golf openings or over 
the overflow weir. i 

Gate Opening (ft) 

1. IN.. EI evati on 
3@4.111 0~@4.....!.L.L!l 

36.1 36.111 29.0 129.0 

52..5 I 04 II 46 163.5 
H. W. Elevati,:'" I 'I 
Maximum Magnitude· .' _ 
of Pulses (ft of water)' I 6.0 II 16.0 4.5 

_ i 
VARIATION OF FLUCTU~TlNG PRESSURES 

IN AIR TRAP OF BIG TUJUNGA 
GATE rOWER DUE TP' CHANGE IN 

--:r..W.REVATION AND I GATE OPENING 

Q= 1575 cf. i 
T. W. Elevation = 2$:1.0 ft and 36.1 ft 
Gate Opening = 3(£'4.11 ft and 0 
Spillway Tunnel Q= 0 i 
Venn 9 sq fl,58 ft D.Sr, from gate olot 

Model Scale 11:38.3 

MOOR STUDIES-FOOTHI~L FEEDER PROJ ECT 
Metropolitan Water Dist. 0\ Southern Calirorni" 
BIGTUJUNGAGATE& SPI~LWAY STRUCTI..!~E 

Harza Engineeri'ng Co~, Chieogo l Ill. 
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Cross secHon along cenlerl ine of model 

Noles: 

1. Transducers used were 2.5 psi C. E. C., chamber 
mounfed type. 

2. With gates dosed and flow over the weir, air is 
-entrained;· air escaping through the vent and over-" 
flow impacting on pool causes dynamic pressure 
oscillations. 

3. In this fest, the maximum and minimum design 
tailwalers were eSloblished, and a flow of 900 cf. 
was passed either through the gate openings or over 
the overflow weir .. 

Gale Opening (ft) 

3'8-'1.9 0 3!q)1.9 0 

T<lW", E1evation 30.8 30.8 28.5 28.5 

H. W. Elevation 59 62 57 62 

I Max imum Magn !tude I 
of Pulses (fl of water) - I 5.0 3.0 1.2 

VARIATION OF FLUCTUATING PRESSURES 
IN AIR TRAP OF BIG TUJUNGA GATE 

TOWER DUE TO CHANGE IN F-
T.W. ELEVATION AND.GATE OPENING 

Q=900cfs 
T. 'f'/ •. Elevation = 28.5 and 30.8 ft. 
Gele Opening = 3 @1.9 fl end 0 
Spillway Tunnel Q =0 
Vent: 9 sq ft,5S ft D. S. from gete slot 

Model Scale 1:38.3 

MODEL STUDIES-FOOTHill. FEEDER PROJECT 
Metropolitan Wafer Djsf~ of Southern Californic 
B1G TUJUNGA GATE & SPILLWAY STRUCTURE 

Herza Engineering Co., Chicego, lll. () 
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Cross section along centerline of model 
Notes: 

1. Transducers used were 2.S pSi C. E. C., chamber 
mounted type. 

2. With ·gafes closed end flow over the weir, eir is en
trained; air escaping throJgh the vent and overflow 
-impacHng on pool cotJSes dynamic pres.sOJre 
ascii lations. 

3. In this test the design ·tailwater wos estchlished, 
and flows of 225 and 50 cfs were passed either 
through the gate openings or "ver the overfl<>w weir • 

Gate Opening (ft) 

Ea'3.3 

T .w_ Eleva!!,,~n:""-_j.-::=~":::::='f--:==---4 
H.W. ElevaHpn 

Maximum ""agnitude Ii 
of Pulses (ft of water) 

VARIATION OF FLUCTUATING PRESSURES 
IN AIR TRAP OF BIG TUJUNGA 

GATE TOWER DUE TO CHANGE IN 
DISCHARGE AND GATE OPENING 

Q = 225 and 50 cfs 
T. ~W. Elevetion = 28.3 ft 
Gate Opening = l!Ot.3.3 and 0.75 ft 

and 0 (center gate on I y) 
Spillway Tunnel Q = 0 . 
Vent: 9sq ft,58 ft 0.5. from gate ,Ia! 

Madel Scole 1:38.3 

MODEL STUDIES=FOOTHlll FEEDER PROJ ECT 
Metropoli!an Wafer Dis!. of Southern Californic: 
1lIGTUJUNGAGATE& SPillWAY STRUCTURE 

Harza En9ine;;:;,;;c~::-Chic~;-, 11i".-
.. - • ··THONY FAllS HYDlMULlC LABORATCilf g 
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32L-b--4>- (!F ? ~ k-
~~ L±~: ~thou~bameplate 

31 1·~T~t- f . .-~~~~-. L· 1.1 ~~ 
j With baffle plate : i 'I' 

30 -: i i 
29f--~----t ---- 1---- t-·_---j.- - ---+1 ~+--+---j 

28~ ~ 3 ~ 1- 67 8 9 1'0 

32r-~--~~--,r~r--'--T--'--'-~ 

31~-0-,l-
~-l---r'---+. -

T 
v" I !. I r'-~fh baffle plate . I 

291 : 1 l-r-l tl 
280 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

n . 
. I I . I 

31 I I'- I 
~ -~ 
29r-~--r~ri---~~~-+-~-~~~~ 

28 0 2 6 7 8 10 

Distance Upstream from Gate in Feet 

Q= 2250 cfs 

H.W. Elev. =30.8 ft 

T.W •. Elev. = 29.0 ft 

Q = 1500 cfs 

H. W. Elev. = 30.6 ff 

T. W. Elev. = 29.0 ft 

Q = 1000 cfs 

H. W. Elev. = 29.4 ft 

T.W. Elev. = 29.0 ff 

/7 
Piers 

[LVI:i:;~e 
A----<_t__ 

I-----~Jt--' 
~i 

I 
r 

_lr.±:" G"'1 ~:; 
A 0( 

~ 

Bafneplate 

·PJan' Section A-A 

Plan and secHon views snowing the location -of the baffle pl(l~e 
placed between the piers upstream from the center gate 

Notes: 

1. Center gate closed, outside gates fully open. 

. 2. Tests conducted to determine effectiveness of baffle plate 
shown in above sketch in removing water surface fluctua
tions upstream from center gate • 

WATER SURFACE PROFllES 
UPSTREAM FROM CENTER GATE 

WITH AND WITHOUT BAFFLE PLATE 
Q= 2250,1500, -and 1000 cf. 

T.W. Elev. =29.0 ft 
Model Scale 1:38.3 

MODEL STUDIES-FOOTHIll FEEDER PROJECT 
iMefTopolitan V{oter Dist. of South em California 
BIG TUJUNGA GATE & SPillWAY STRUCTURE 

Harza tng.neering Co .. Chicago, Ill. 
~~ __ ~~~ __ ~ ____ ~ ________ .!n 
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51 I _. __ , - - "'_ - _ •• _ - • I - [ " ';' -0--~ _, 
I "-- ; ; H.W. Elev. = 5T.3 Ft - ._-
i With baffle plate i 1 Outer gates cpen 30% 

50 II i . 1 ~e:!!!.~~..J<!g;ed; I 
"9 i I : 1 I 
.. 1 I I ,r I 
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t ... I i . ...,,- Without baffle plate ; H.W. E1ev. = 4T.O ft 
~ .... I " ~ . . • • I' Outer gates cpen 40% 
.s i ~---..0- -G- _ ... i)--'-- ~---~- __ 1 Center gate closed -
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I I 1: With - baffl ' , . ! '. I H.W. Elev. = 34.0 Ft 
35 I . __ ~ -:D-~ ~ out _ e..2!.ate: . Outer gates open 60% 

-~ I ~ - - --0- _ _ I Center gate closed 
341! ==-=!rJ C 5 - E: :. _. s :.. -if-... §== "'----.11--

331 1 - , ., :'==~th_bame plate T I .' --- _."' -:I-

I -' . I . . i-' -.. - ---r t-32bL __ L____ .:c=Withoi.r~baffle.plate: [. .H.W. E1ev.=31.0ft 
i _~_---0--- '-0--:::Z-~':""=--~'- _! Outergctesopenl00% 
I -.Gr .._. --Q.._ Center gate closed 

:' I - i n r···· ·:"CWi;b~~;PI~: - ... ~.d ==-: =>r-~-~----~' e 
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Distance Upstream from Gate in Feet 

1-

I dTPiers 

\-BaffI . 
\" pI"; 

, ,~~ 
Gate~, '~~!~~r 

~Bam.Plate A 

-Pier 
nese 

Plan Section A-A 

l'Ian and section views mowing t!;elocatian of the 
baffl. plate placed betw~en the piers upstream frem 
the center gate 

Notes: 

1. Center gate cl osed, 'outside gate cpening varied. 

~ Tests eonducted to determine the effectiveness 
of baffle plate shown in above sketch in removing 
water surface fluctuations upstream from the 
center gate. 

WArn ·SURFACE PROFILES 
UPSTREAM FROM CENTER GATE 

WITH AND WITIiOUT BAFFlE PLATE 

Q=2250cfs 
T.W. E1ev. = 29.0 ft 
Model Scale 1:38.3 

Mooa STUDIE5-FOOTHILlFEEDER PRO] ECT 
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